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The next meeting of the Study Commission on the Future of the Indiana Bar Examination will be 
held on Wednesday, August 21, 2019 at 1:30 pm (Eastern time) in the Indiana Supreme Court 
Conference Room, located in Room 319 of the Indiana State House.   
 
John Maley, Barnes & Thornburg, representing the Indy Bar Review, Leslye Swigert, Director, 
Themis Bar Review and Kevin M. Kelly, Associate Dean for Student & Academic Affairs, 
University of Wisconsin Law School, will be addressing the Study Commission. 
   
 
Hon. Randall T. Shepard   
Chair 
 
Hon. Nancy H. Vaidik 
Vice Chair    
 
 



Study Commission on the 
Future of the Indiana Bar Examination 

 
Meeting Minutes 
August 21, 2019    

 
Members present:  Hon. Randall T. Shepard (Chair); Hon. Nancy H. Vaidik (Vice Chair); Hon. 
Cristal Brisco; Hon. Kenton Kiracofe; Dean Andrew Klein; Yvette LaPlante; Jon Laramore; 
John Maley; Dean Austen Parrish; Cathleen Shrader; Justin Forkner (Ex Officio); Bradley 
Skolnik (Ex Officio). The meeting convened at 1:35 p.m. 
 
1. Call to Order  
 
Chief Justice Shepard, Chair, called the meeting to order at 1:38 p.m.   
 
2. Presentation by John R. Maley        
 
Chief Justice Shepard welcomed the members of the Study Commission to the meeting and 
introduced the first speaker, John Maley, a partner at the law firm Barnes & Thornburg, LLP, 
representing the IndyBar Review.  
 
Mr. Maley, a member of the Study Commission, has taught bar review courses since 1992 across 
multiple topics, co-chairs and lectures for IndyBar Review, and co-chaired the Indiana Bar 
Examination Task Force formed by the Indianapolis Bar Association, in collaboration with the 
Marion County Bar Association, that rendered its report in January 2017.   
 
Mr. Maley furnished the Study Commission with a PowerPoint presentation to accompany his 
discussion entitled “Preparing Students for the Indiana Bar Exam.”  A copy of the PowerPoint 
presentation is attached to these minutes as Exhibit A. 
 
The Indianapolis Bar Association (“IndyBar”) is an innovative and nationally recognized 
metropolitan bar association consisting of over 5,000 members.  In the late 1990’s, the IndyBar 
took over the bar review program as the successor to the PEC bar review that was operated by a 
number of law professors in Indiana.  The IndyBar has now been sponsoring the IndyBar Review 
for more than 20 years. Its overriding objective is to give applicants “the best possibility to pass” 
the exam. 
  
All of the IndyBar Review instructors are local Indianapolis area attorneys and judges with 
expertise in the topics that they teach.  Among the bar review instructors are two former 
members of the Indiana State Board of Law Examiners. Instructors are offered a modest stipend 
for their services, but most do not accept it.  
 
Mr. Maley provided an overview of the bar review’s programming that, among other things, 
includes extensive written materials, 31 sessions over 7.5 weeks, including 8 lectures on the 
MBE topics, 16 on IEE topics, and several practice exams. More than 2,000 MBE mock 
questions (both paper and online) are provided to applicants. 



 
Mr. Maley next discussed the changes to the Indiana bar examination that occurred in 2001.  
Until the year 2000, the Indiana bar examination, for many years, consisted of 20 essay questions 
covering several Indiana topics, plus federal tax and federal constitutional law.  The essays were 
graded on a 10-point grading scale (instead of the current 6-point scale) and a borderline 
regrading process was used.  He observed that from 1979 through 2000, the average overall 
passage rate was in the neighborhood of about 82-83%.  
 
In 2001, Indiana adopted the MBE and MPT to go along with 6 IEE questions. The scores on 
written answers are now scaled to the MBE and the essays are graded on a 6-point rather than a 
10-point scale. Mr. Maley also observed that the NCBE encourages use of relative grading and 
that the borderline regrading process has been discontinued. Following adoption of the new 
format, the average overall passage rate on the Indiana bar examination has dropped to 72%.         
 
Mr. Maley discussed some of the steps that the IndyBar Review has taken with their applicants.  
They have analyzed scores of students who were not successful on the exam, but there are data 
limitations.  The bar review has increased efforts across all three phases of the exam to maximize 
performance, e.g., more MBE mock questions and a focus on writing with one-on-one 
monitoring. He also noted that the IndyBar Review seeks to educate law students earlier about 
the bar exam so they will be better prepared to take the exam.     
 
The recent increase in the number of Indiana topics tested on the exam has contributed to 
cognitive overload.  Also, in 2015 the NCBE added federal civil procedure as a seventh subject 
on the MBE.  As a result, the bar reviews have had to add this subject matter to their courses.  
Because the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure differ significantly from Indiana rules of pleading 
and practice, Mr. Maley contends this contributes to an even greater cognitive overload on 
applicants. He also expressed deep concern regarding what he perceives as the use of relative 
grading on the MPT and IEE. There was then a discussion between Mr. Maley and some Study 
Commission members as to the extent relative grading is used by the graders and the effect, if 
any, it has on passage rates.   
 
Mr. Maley concluded by noting that the previously minimal competency exam and consistent 
passage rate of 80% + prior to the adoption of the current exam format led to more reasonable 
levels of confident anxiety in bar exam preparation.  He said it is his perception that anxiety 
levels are off the charts now and that it impacts both preparation and performance.   
     
3. Presentation by Kevin M. Kelly       
 
Kevin M. Kelly, the Associate Dean for Student and Academic Affairs at the University of 
Wisconsin Law School, addressed the Study Commission via Skype video regarding 
Wisconsin’s diploma privilege rule.  
 
Dean Kelly has represented the law school on the Wisconsin Board of Bar Examiners from 2000 
to 2006 and again commencing in 2019. In addition to his law school student and academic 
affairs duties, Dean Kelly, who is an officer in the Navy Reserve specializing in military 
operational law and international law issues, occasionally teaches courses on the Law of Armed 



Conflict and on the Just War tradition. His current assignment as a reserve Naval officer is to the 
Office of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy, National Security Law, Pentagon. 
 
According to Dean Kelly, at one time, several states had admission on diploma privilege 
provisions in their rules. Admission on diploma privilege has been in place in Wisconsin since 
1880.  The present Wisconsin diploma privilege rule, Wisc. Sup. Ct. Rule 40.03 was adopted in 
1971.  A copy of Wisc. Sup. Ct. Rule 40.03, is attached to these minutes as Exhibit B.   
 
Under Rule 40.03, an applicant who has earned a JD from a fully accredited law school in 
Wisconsin that is fully accredited by the ABA may be eligible for admission upon diploma 
privilege.  The only two ABA accredited law schools in Wisconsin are the Marquette University 
Law School and the University of Wisconsin Law School.  The rule further provides that in order 
to eligible for admission on diploma privilege, an applicant must earn at least 60 semester credit 
hours in the subject matter areas generally known as: administrative law, appellate practice and 
procedure, commercial transactions, conflict of laws, constitutional law, contracts, corporations, 
creditors' rights, criminal law and procedure, damages, domestic relations, equity, evidence, 
future interests, insurance, jurisdiction of courts, legislation, labor law, ethics and legal 
responsibilities of the profession, partnership, personal property, pleading and practice, public 
utilities, quasi-contracts, real property, taxation, torts, trade regulation, trusts, and wills and 
estates. The 60-credit subject matter requirement may be satisfied by combinations of the 
curricular offerings in each approved law school in this state.  
 
Not less than 30 of the aforementioned 60 semester credit hours must be earned in law school 
courses on each of the following subject matter areas: constitutional law, contracts, criminal law 
and procedure, evidence, jurisdiction of courts, ethics and legal responsibilities of the legal 
profession, pleading and practice, real property, torts, and wills and estates.  
 
At the University of Wisconsin Law School, students are required to earn a certain GPA in these 
courses in order to satisfy the 30 and 60 credit hour requirements in the rule.  Judge Vaidik asked 
if such requirement has contributed to grade inflation.  Dean Kelly asserts that it has not because 
the law school faculty are required to grade upon a mandated curve.                    
 
Dean Kelly observed that while students are not required to qualify for admission on diploma 
privilege in order to graduate, very few choose not to do so.  Only one or two each year decide 
not to qualify for admission on diploma privilege. According to Dean Kelly, 55% of University 
of Wisconsin Law School grads stayed in state in 2016, 67% in 2017 and 64% in 2018.  For 
University of Wisconsin Law School graduates who take the Illinois bar exam, their passage 
rates generally are higher than the passage rate for all first-time applicants on the Illinois exam.   
 
Dean Kelly was asked if there is any data that indicates what effect admission on diploma 
privilege has had on lawyer competency or disciplinary issues in the state of Wisconsin.  He 
indicated that there is no data because very few disciplinary matters relate specifically to 
competency issues.   
 
In response to a question about the UBE, Dean Kelly said that a subcommittee of Wisconsin’s 
BLE had considered the issue but declined to recommend its adoption.  He says the Board 



seemed to feel that Wisconsin law is an important component of Wisconsin’s bar exam as well as 
the requirements for admission on diploma privilege.  The Wisconsin BLE believes its exam is 
better than the UBE for that purpose and it allows Wisconsin to keep control of the exam.  That 
prompted Chief Justice Shepard to inquire whether there is any requirement that there must be a 
focus on Wisconsin law in law school courses.  Dean Kelly said there is no rule that requires it, 
but that law professors in the state tend to spend time on Wisconsin law in their classes.   
 
4. Presentation by Leslye C. Swigert       
 
Leslye C. Swigert, Director, Themis Bar Review, also addressed the Study Commission via 
Skype video. Ms. Swigert has served as a Director for Themis Bar Review since December 2014.  
She has over 19 years of helping students pass the bar exam.  Ms. Swigert was a national bar 
review lecturer who focused on Multistate Bar Exam (MBE) content and testing skills prior to 
starting at Themis.   
 
Ms. Swigert discussed her background and 19 years’ experience in bar exam preparation.  She 
was involved in the development of Themis Bar Review, which launched its Indiana bar review 
course beginning with the July 2018 exam. Themis is solely an online bar review program.  
Unlike some other bar review courses, Themis releases data on the passage rates of its 
applicants.  The first-time passage rates for Themis applicants on the July 2018 Indiana exam 
was 84% and for applicants who exceeded a 75% completion of the Themis course of study the 
passage rate was 100%.  
 
According to Ms. Swigert, one of the challenges applicants face in preparing for the Indiana 
exam is the lack of “double testing” of subjects on the MBE and IEE.  Applicants in states that 
double test on the MBE and the essay portion of the exam (as is the case with the UBE) have an 
advantage because when they are studying for the MBE they are also studying the topics that will 
be tested on the essay portion of the exam and vice versa. Ms. Swigert also notes that the 
recently added topics of debt collection, employment law and landlord-tenant law to the Indiana 
exam are very specialized subjects compared to the 15 subjects tested on the UBE.  
 
Ms. Swigert was asked if Themis has done any research on whether the number of topics tested 
on the Indiana bar exam results in cognitive overload. She observed that many states reduced the 
number of topics tested as a result of adopting the UBE.  For example, Illinois went from testing 
24 topics to only 15 on its exam when it adopted the UBE. That obviously makes things easier 
now for Illinois applicants.  Indiana’s exam is similar to Virginia’s and the number of topics 
tested can be a little overwhelming for some applicants.   
 
Themis devotes approximately 4 hours of lecture time to each topic tested on the IEE, while a 
greater amount of time is devoted to preparation for the MBE.  The IEE is 30% of the exam and 
the MBE is 50%. Also, Indiana applicants, on average, do at least 1,600-1,800 practice MBE 
questions.  They also take simulated Indiana bar exams as part of the Themis program.   
 
Ms. Swigert concluded her discussion by opining that adoption of the UBE might benefit Indiana 
bar applicants.  In addition to being tested on a reduced number of topics, it would create 
opportunities for applicants to obtain admission in other states.   



 
5. Update from the Chair 
 
The Study Commission Chair, Chief Justice Shepard, advised the Study Commission that he and 
the Vice-Chair, Chief Judge Vaidik, sent an email to all Indiana licensed attorneys soliciting any 
feedback or comments they may have regarding the matters being considered by the Study 
Commission.  In addition, Chief Justice Shepard and Chief Judge Vaidik sent a letter to the 
presidents of local bar associations across the state soliciting comments from the bar 
associations. A similar letter was sent to the deans of Indiana University Maurer School of Law, 
Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law and Notre Dame Law School for 
distribution to law school faculty.   
 
Chief Justice Shepard informed the Study Commission that as a way of facilitating discussion on 
the matters being considered by the Study Commission, an anonymous survey will be sent to 
each Commission member requesting their views on these issues.  The results of the survey will 
be circulated to all Commission members for discussion at the next meeting.   
 
Chief Justice Shepard also informed the members of the Study Commission that Professor Nell 
Jessup Newton, the former Dean of the Notre Dame Law School, has resigned from the 
Commission because of her other professional commitments.                    
        
6. Future Meetings 
 
Chief Justice Shepard advised the members of the Study Commission that the following speakers 
are tentatively scheduled for future Commission meetings: 
 

a. Special September 6th Meeting 
 

Timothy Davis  
John W. and Ruth H. Turnage Professor of Law  
Wake Forest University School of Law  

 
b. Regularly Scheduled September 11th Meeting 

 
Daniel F. Johnson 
President 
Alabama Board of Law Examiners  

 
7. Adjournment   

 
The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m.   


